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The DOREMUS Model 



A 3mn crash course on FRBR!



Remember the index card?!



The good ol’ index card?!

The index cards carried a lot of information:!
!
•  described on 3 cards, filed alphabetically!
under its title, author and subject.!
•  generally contained author name, book name,!
publisher and date, location in the library…!



The bad bad index card?!

What the index cards did not tell us about:!
!
•  other books by the same author!
•  other publications of the same book!
•  translations of the book!
•  other resources about the book, or referring!
to the book, or derived from it, or influenced by it…!
•  etc…!



FRBR’s four levels!

WORK!
!

EXPRESSION!
!

MANIFESTATION!
!

ITEM!



In the bibliographic catalogue!



What is a work ?!

According to FRBR-LRM (draft):!
!
“A work is an abstract entity that permits the!
identification of the commonality of content
beween and among various expressions”.!

Don’t overthink works!!



What is an Expression ?!

According to FRBR-LRM (draft):!
!
“An expression is a distinct constellation of signs!
of any form or nature intended to convey intellectual!
or artistic content and identifiable as such”.!
!
An expression is the specific intellectual or artistic!
form that a work takes each time it is realised ”!



Work and Expressions!



A brief introduction to FRBRoo!



FRBRoo is derived from FRBRer,!
!
FRBRoo is an extension of the CIDOC CRM model,!
!
It is a dynamic model, allowing for the description!
of processes instead of results.!



THE	  BUILDING	  BLOCKS	  (1/3)	  

Work!

Event!

Expression!

An activity created an Expression, which is the realisation of a Work

is realised in

created a realisation of

created



THE	  BUILDING	  BLOCKS	  (2/3)	  

An Expression can incorporate another Expression

Expression!

incorporates

Work!

Event!

Expression!

is realised in

created a realisation of

created



•  P1 is identified by : identification / appellation!

•  P2 has type : categorisation!

•  P3 has note : extensive description!

•  P16 used specific object : an event used an object 
(in a broad sense : an expression is an “object”)!

•  P67 refers to : referring to something else!

THE	  BUILDING	  BLOCKS	  (3/3)	  



FRBROO’S	  COMPLEX	  WORK	  

Individual!
Work!

Expression!
Creation!

Self-Contd!
Expression!

is realised in

created a realisation of

created

Complex!
Work!

Individual!
Work!

Self-Contd!
Expression!

Expression!
Creation!

Title
MoP

has member has member

“Nuits d’Été”

“Voice”

“Piano”

MoP
Title

“Nuits d’Été”

“Voice”

“Orchestra”

“Nuits d’Été
H.Berlioz”

has title

has medium of performance







DESCRIBING	  A	  MUSICAL	  WORK	  

Work!

Event!

Expression!

is realised in

created a realisation of

created

Informations about the creation!
of the Expression are described !
at the Event level!

Activity!

Actor! Function!

“Beethoven”! “composer”!

carried out by in the function of

Place!

Time-Span!“1809”!



DESCRIBING	  A	  MUSICAL	  WORK	  

Work!

Event!

Expression!

is realised in

created a realisation of

created

Title!

Opus!

Genre!

“Concerto Emperor”

Opus 73

“Concerto”

Static informations are described!
at the Expression level!

Title!
“Concerto pour piano

et orchestre nr 5,
op 73, en mi b majeur”



DESCRIBING	  A	  MUSICAL	  WORK	  

Expression!

Title!

Casting!

Detailed!
Casting!

“Concerto Emperor”

Casting!

Cast!
MOP!

MOP!

Number!

Detailed!
Casting!

Cast!
MOP!

MOP!

Number!

“piano”

“1”

“orchestra”

“1”

Type! “solo”

alternate casting

has detailed casting

has
casting

has title

has cast mop

has mop

has number





DESCRIBING	  A	  MUSICAL	  WORK	  
Work!

Event!

Expression!

is realised in

created a 
realisation of

created

Title!

Opus!

Dedication!

“Moonlight Sonata”

“dédicace à la comtesse 
Giulietta Giucciardi ”

Title! “Sonate pour piano nr 14,
op 27 nr 2, en ut dièse mineur”

Opus!
Number!

Opus!
Subnumber!

“27”

“2”

String!

has
noteCRM!

Entity!

is
dedicated to

“Giulietta Giucciardi”



Describing a work’s components

F14!
Individual!

Work!

F28!
Expression!

Creation!

F22!
Self-Contd!
Expression!

F15!
Complex!

Work!
F14!

Individual!
Work!

F28!
Expression!

Creation!

F22!
Self-Contd!
Expression!

F15!
Complex!

Work!

F14!
Individual!

Work!

F28!
Expression!

Creation!

F22!
Self-Contd!
Expression!

F15!
Complex!

Work!

p148 has component!

p148 has!
component!

p10 has member!

p10 has member!
p10 has member!

E35!
Title!

M3!
Order!

Number!

M8!
Intended!
Tempo!

“Allegro”!
“1”!“ ”!

16

(Beethoven’s !
Piano Cto nr. 5)!

The description of the!
first movement of Bethoven’s!
Concerto for Piano nr. 5!

(1st movement)!

(2nd movement)!



Describing a simple work
(a recap of the previous slides)!



PERFORMANCES,	  RECORDINGS,	  
PUBLICATIONS	  

Expression!

Recording!

Publication!
Expression!

Perfor-!
mance!

A CD is a publication incorporating
a recording of the performance of
a musical work

A logic of processes



MODEL	  &	  RECORD	  
Expression!

Perfor-!
mance!

Recording!

Publication!
Expression!



F14!
Individual!

Work!

F28!
Expression!

Creation!

F22!
Self-Contd!
Expression!

r9 is realised in

r19 created
 a realisation of

r17 created

F20!
Performance!

Work!

F28!
Expression!

Creation!

F25!
Performance!

Plan!

r12 is realised in

r19 created
 a realisation of

r17 created F31!
Performance!

p125 performedp165 incorporates

A simple example:!
one (or more) musical work(s)!
and no information regarding
any specific “plan”.!
This could be e.g. the live!
performance of a song. Do we!
need a Performance Plan?!

THE  PERFORMANCE  PLAN  (1/3)

Musical Work 

Performance 



F14!
Individual!

Work!

F28!
Expression!

Creation!

F22!
Self-Contd!
Expression!

r9 is realised in

r19 created
 a realisation of

r17 created

F20!
Performance!

Work!

F28!
Expression!

Creation!

F25!
Performance!

Plan!

r12 is realised in

r19 created
 a realisation of

r17 created
p125 performedp165 incorporates

r66 included performed version of

F31!
Performance!

For this very usual case,!
FRBRoo provides a shortcut.!

THE  PERFORMANCE  PLAN  (2/3)

Musical Work 

Performance 



F14!
Individual!

Work!

F28!
Expression!

Creation!

F22!
Self-Contd!
Expression!

r9 is realised in

r19 created
 a realisation of

r17 created

F20!
Performance!

Work!

F28!
Expression!

Creation!

F25!
Performance!

Plan!

r12

r19 created
 a realisation of

r17 created
p125 performed

p165

F14!
Individual!

Work!

F28!
Expression!

Creation!

F22!
Self-Contd!
Expression!

r9 is realised in

r19 created
 a realisation of

r17 created

F31!
Performance!

r165 incorporates
The performance plan!
allows for modelling any!
information that is not!
described in the performance:!
stage setting, choreography,!
specific intention (e.g. “unplugged”!
or “historically informed performance”)!

THE  PERFORMANCE  PLAN  (3/3)

Musical Work Stage 
Direction 



DESCRIBING  A  PERFORMANCE



F14!
Individual!

Work!

F28!
Expression!

Creation!

F22!
Self-Contd!
Expression!

r9

r19 created
 a realisation of

r17 created

F20!
Performance!

Work!

F28!
Expression!

Creation!

F25!
Performance!

Plan!

r12 is realised in

r19 created
 a realisation of

r17 created F31!
Performance!

p125 performedp165 incorporates

Musical work

E35!
Title!

M2!
Opus!

Statemt!

M5!
Genre!

{ Concerto pour piano n° 5!
en mi bémol majeur!

op. 73, “L’Empereur” }!

“concerto”!

M12!
Opus!

Number!
“73”!

DESCRIBING  A  PERFORMANCE



F31!
Performance!

E7!
Activity!

E52!
Time-Span!

E53!
Place!

E53!
Place!

E53!
Place!

F25!
Performance!

Plan!

“Samedi 22 janvier 2005”!

“Salle des concerts”!

“Cité de la musique”!

“Paris”!

p125!
performed!

p9i forms
part of

{ Beethoven/Chostakovitch!
Face au pouvoir }!

p4 has!
time-span!

p7 took!
place at!

p89 falls within!

p89 falls within!

The global performance F31 forms
part of another activity (a series!
of concerts with a common theme :!
“Face au pouvoir”).!

DESCRIBING  A  PERFORMANCE



F31!
Performance!The global performance F31!

consists of other performances:!
Group performances (orchestra)!
and Individual Performances.!

M28!
Individual!

Performance!

E21!
Person!

M31!
Function!

“Janos 
Fürst”! “conductor”!

p14 carried
out by

u31 had
function

F31!
Performance!

“Orchestre!
Symphonique!
de Budapest”!

M28!
Individual!

Performance!

E21!
Person!

M32!
Responsi!

bility!

“Deszö 
Ranki”! “soloist”!

u32 had
responsibility

M14!
Medium of!
Performance!

“piano”!

p14 carried
out by

u18 used
m.o.p. of type

p9 consists of

p9 consists of

p9 consists of

DESCRIBING  A  PERFORMANCE



F31!
Performance!

An Individual Performance can!
carry numerous descriptions.!
The description of a performed
character is relative to the performer!
therefore it is linked to the M28!
Individual Performance.!

M28!
Individual!

Performance!

E21!
Person!

M31!
Function!

F31!
Performance!

M28!
Individual!

Performance!

E21!
Person!

M32!
Responsi!

bility!

“Maria!
Callas”! “soloist”!

M14!
Medium of!
Performance!

“soprano”!

u27 performed
character

Character!

“Tosca”!

u18

“Janos 
Fürst”! “conductor”!

p14 carried
out by

u31 had
function

u32 had
responsibility

p14 carried
out by

p9 consists of!

p9 consists of!

p9 consists of!

DESCRIBING  A  PERFORMANCE



F31!
Performance!

M28!
Individual!

Performance!

E21!
Person!

M32!
Responsi!

bility!

“Maria!
Callas”! “soloist”!

M14!
Medium of!
Performance!

“soprano”!

u27 performed
character

Character!

“Tosca”!

u18u32 had
responsibility

p14 carried
out by

p9 consists of

USING  AN  OBJECT
F14!

Individual!
Work!

F28!
Expression!

Creation!

F22!
Self-Contd!
Expression!

r9 is realised in

r19 created
 a realisation of

r17 created
F25!

Performance!
Plan!

p165 incorporates

E12!
Production!

Man-
made!
Object!

produced

p16 used
specific object

p19i was made for

Creation of 
Costumes 

p125 performed

The creation of costumes is!
incorporated in the Performance Plan.!
The created Expression is used by a!
Production Event, producing the !
costume made for the Performance of!
Maria Callas performing Tosca!



F31!
Performance!

E21!
Person!

M14!
M.O.P!

“Deszö Ranki”!“pianoforte”!

M28!
Individual!

Performance!

p14 carried out by!

p9 consists of!

E22!
Man-made!

Object!

p2 has type!

{http://xyz}!

p16 used
specific object

E55!
Type!

M16!
Maintenance!

P2 has!
type!

u26 has maintained

p14 carried out by!

E21!
Person!

“Achille Dupond”!

M31!
Function!

“tuner”!

u31 had!
function!
of type!“tuning”!

A performance may use a specific!
(unique) instrument, e.g. from the!
collection of a museum.!
We may also want to describe the!
tuning of the instrument, through the!
activity M16 Maintenance.!

USING  AN  OBJECT



Editing

E21!
Person!

{George Martin}!

M29!
Editing!
Event!

p14 carried out by!

u29 edited!

M31!
Function!

{Artistic!
Director}!

u31 had function!
of type!

F26!
Recording! E7!

Activity!
p9!

E35!
Title!

p102 has title!

{abc}!

M3!
Order!

Number!

{1}!

u10 has!
order number!

M24!
Track!

p102 has title!

{xyz}!{2}!

u10 has!
order number!

u40 created!
track!

(p1)! (p1)!

M24!
Track!

E35!
Title!

M3!
Order!

Number!

Mxx!
Duration!

E60!
Number!

E58!
Measuremt!

Unit!

p90!
has value!

p91!
has unit!

{00:03:20}!

{hh:mm:ss}!

u… has duration!



Publishing, 1: Publication expression

M24!
Track!

M24!
Track!

M24!
Track!

F14!
Work!

F28!
Expression!

Creation!

F22!
Self-Contd!
Expression!

r9 is realised in

r19 created a
realisation of

r17 created

F19!
Publication!

Work!

F30
Publication!

Event!

F24!
Publication!
Expression!

is realised in

created a
realisation of

created
p165 incorporates

p165 incorporates

towards editing!

Booklet!



F19!
Publication!

Work!

F30
Publication!

Event!

F24!
Publication!
Expression!

is realised in

created a
realisation of

created

Publishing, 2 : Item

F32
Carrier!

Production!
Event!

R27 used
as source
material

F5!
Item!

R28 produced

R6 carries

E29!
Design or!
Procedure!

P94i was
created by

P16i was
used by

The item is produced by a production activity:!
F32 Carrier Production Event.!
!
This activity uses the F24 Publication Expression,!
(i.e. a set of signs provide by the publisher, to be!
carried by all the produced items).!
!
The F30 Publication Event created not only the!
Publication Expression, but also a procedure, used!
by the F32 Carrier Production Event!


